
S.P.A.R.K.L.E.
Seven essential elements for beginner piano lessons

Beginners need the best teachers! 

Singing & sol-fa

laying & patterns

utomate

ote & reading

nowledge

andmarks

ngage & enjoy
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remember the 7 principles behind SPARKLE and you will be on the road to giving 

successful piano lessons with beginners. 

defining beginners 

‘a pupil in the first year of learning’ 

But in this session we are looking at primary aged beginners.  

Show thumbs up for ages of beginners.

be kind to yourself



needs photos

4-5 year old: 

• still learning alphabet 

• can have difficulty keeping a steady pulse 

• listening skills very variable 

• struggles with fine, digital motor movements 

• attention continuously diving off in different directions

6 years: 

• familiar with alphabet 

• firmer sense of pulse 

• more aware of listening to you 

• gaining more control over fine digital movement 

• Concentration lasts a little longer

7+ years: 

• picks things up quite quickly 

• listens quite carefully at times 

• more confident overall 

• quite good digital control  

• Able to concentrate for several minutes at a time on one element



1.  
Singing & Sol-fa

• Why it’s important to sing 

• most direct musical experience, closest to the body. When we play the piano 

we aim to make the piano sing. Toscanini - rasp but singing to the orchestra.  

Singing as a form of musical communication. 

What to do if you don’t feel confident about singing? What to do if your pupils are 

struggling? There is help for you over in ready to play

The leading researchers into music education in childhood confidently state that 

singing should be a common and natural part of all early instrumental lessons.  

Helps to build the mental scaffolding needed that musical learning can fit into.  

Singing helps the inner musician to develop - we are all musicians first and pianists 

second - so sing then play!

do’

ti

la

so

fa

mi

re

do

Kodály Hand Signs • What is sol-fa? The very oldest form of music notation going back to Guido 

D’Arezzo in the C11th.  

• Why use sol-fa? It uses RELATIVE pitch so it is the relationship between 2 

pitches, for example so-mi that matters. When using it in music education we 

build up the tone sets in a progressive and systematic way that research has 

shown works.  

• Here’s another lesson snapshot - from one of the recent lessons I have shared. 

Cecily is recognising the song Rain is falling down, singing it and then playing it. 



Cecily lesson - 9 mins onwards. 

What to do if you don’t feel confident about singing? What to do if your pupils are 

struggling? There is help for you over in ready to play

2. 
Playing & Patterns

• The two lesson snapshots so far have highlighted the two kinds of playing I think 

are important.  

• playing on the piano - probably the more traditional sense of playing 

• playing in the piano lesson - having fun, playing games, keeping playful, 

being inquisitive - curious even!?  

• If you feel yourself getting heavy and a little serious and stuck in a beginners 

lesson (or any lesson) it’s probably time to pull out a toy or prop, make a joke, 

use a metaphor or doing something to change the feel.



So let’s turn our attention to Patterns. And in this we are going to cover: 

1. why a phrase is the most basic musical unit we should use to introduce notation 

2. how our brain loves to ‘chunk’ pieces of information for easy access and 

retrieval 

3. how learning to play patterns leads to learning to read patterns

a dog

53

12. I HAVE A DOG

Question and answer phrases,                      , combining 2nds and 3rds

Do you have a pet? If so what’s their name?

Think of two different animals and give each one a name. Write these below then 
sing the song again using the new words. 

ANIMAL 1

ANIMAL 2

Name

Name

I have a dog and his name is Ro-ver,

He is the one I love the best.

When he is good he is good all o-ver,

When he is bad he is just a pest!
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so mi re do

• 1. If I just say [a] it’s pretty meaningless. It needs connecting to another word [a 

dog, a cat] for example. Just the same with with single note musically it is quite 

meaningless [SING]. Rather like saying ‘a’. All notes are understood easier if they 

exist in a musical relationship [SING TWO NOTES] Ah, now that’s better as those 

two notes immediately have a relationship; they make a musically significant 

gesture, they make a PHRASE 

• 2. Within a phrase notes and rhythms form patterns and shapes that expert 

readers recognise and reproduce with little conscious effort both aurally and 

physically. Our fingers have learnt, through a process to automatically [FEEL] 

their way through a myriad of musical shapes and patterns 
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BOOK 1 - SONG 5

Sally says . . .
Old Mister Woodpecker uses the same two pitches as No Robbers

         and         . Can you sing the song using the singing names 

following the patterns of the woodpeckers below?

Does it start on the higher note          or the lower note         ?

so mi

so mi

Copy out the rhythm of Old Mister Woodpecker in the box below. To draw a rest 
write a sideways z with a c on the bottom.

Add your answer below:

• Let’s look at Old Mister Woodpecker. We’ve got Rhythmical pattern, melodic 

patterns, structural pattern. Not only do we see them but we hear them and we 

feel them in our fingers 

• 4. So patterns are pretty important when playing and reading music and it’s 

pretty important to teach our young students to spot patterns in the same way. 

Rather than introducing one individual note name at a time.

C U R I O S I T Y

Next up is how our brains loves to chunk individual pieces of information into 

larger segments for easy access and retrieval  

* C U R I O S I T Y - do one by one then as word on board. Individually pretty 

meaningless but see them together and there is meaning 

 • and music is full of patterns that, as experts, we have learnt to instantly 

recognise. Young pupils don’t have any of that experience and just like a teacher 

at school teaching pupils to read over a considerable period of time  - it is our job 

as teachers to build this experience. 



 so rather than just teaching crotchet = 1 beat it is far easier to do and then 

understand if it is taught within a phrase. GIVE EXAMPLE ON BOARD 

Come off presentation - to the piano 

FINALLY let’s look at how learning to play patterns helps to learning to read 

patterns     

• I’ve just mentioned that as experts we have patterns in our fingers as well as 

our ears and eyes. In fact a lot of children ‘learn’ the piano mostly through their 

fingers. Let’s take the example of a /elementary Grade 1 pupil learning a new 

piece. The pupil wants to get away from the cognitive effort of reading the notes 

as quickly as possible. And Their fingers will quickly memorise the patterns in a 

piece. Which is why they then have difficulty starting in different places. Their 

fingers only know the pattern from the start.  

  •Just to be clear I am not talking about that. What I am meaning here is 

deliberate and organised physical pattern development that can happen before 

and then alongside reading notation but not at the same time which at this stage 

leads to brain overload and causes considerable physical tensions to develop. 

  • Because as teachers we can pre-frame the whole reading experience 

by getting some of the common pianistic patterns into the fingers. For example 

major and minor pentachords starting on different notes, different intervals or 

triads in various inversions.What this means is that pupils are able to focus on 

playing patterns in a healthy way and, with help from you their teacher there is an 

easy and seamless progression to reading and playing the same patterns. 



3.  
AUTOMATE

• A for automate where we look at the three different stages of learning 

• the hard work that happens at the first Stage - the cognitive stage    

     

• the blending of activities that happens at stage  2 - the associative stage   

     

• and the clearing of head space  when Stage 3 - the autonomous stage - is 

reached

Cognitive stage
* It’s always a bit of an eye-opener to put yourself in your pupils shoes!  

* How many of you have learnt a foreign language recently or taken up a new 

hobby or activity? I’m sure that whatever it was you will agree that to begin with 

it was jolly hard work!  

* Learning any new skill requires high levels of concentration and attention.Just 

think about riding a bike or learning to drive. There’s usually the need to talk 

ourselves through the activity  either aloud or in our head. So we practise saying 

individual words or very short phrases aloud over and over again.  

* In helping our pupils to develop notation reading skills this might be naming 

Landmark notes and describing where they live or talking through the shape and 

patterns of a phrase and playing the notes on the keyboard. Mary had a little 

lamb?? or Rain is falling down example - you might ask describe where the first 

note lives? Then to play this note. Or what is the shape and position of the notes 

in the 2nd bar? Once more this then has to be related to the sound and feel via 

the piano. It is important for our younger pupils to say this aloud at first although 

this stage is usually quite a short one



Associative stage Next comes the ASSOCIATIVE stage 

* There you are, on your bike, you’ve been doing lots and lots of practice and for 

the first time you are able to pedal in a straight line fast enough and with enough 

balance to actually stay on - at least for a few seconds! Hurrah!  

* In this stage of the learning process the initial cognitive effort lessens as we start 

to blend together the previous more individual work. Just as before the more we 

repeat the activity the easier it becomes. This stage of learning is characterised 

initially by lots of mistakes and errors 

* With MARY a pupil might have associated the repeated notes with the physical 

movement but  still struggles with the change in pattern at the end of the second 

phrase.

Autonomous stage This finally leads us into the AUTOMATIC or AUTONOMOUS stage  

* By now the once new skill has been repeated so many times it requires no 

conscious cognitive thought - it has become a ‘no-brainer’ 

* This leaves enough space for the brain to be engaging with other activities. 

* By now the pupil will no longer be ‘reading’ the music of Mary. The visual, aural 

and physical sense of it will pretty much be on automatic. This has just reminded 

me of one of my young pupils learning one of his very first off stave reading 

pieces. Now this is a young boy who just sings everything! In the first lesson it 



took all his concentration to read and play and he just didn’t have enough brain 

space to sing as well. The next week he comes in, sits down and sings and plays 

the whole thing to me perfectly. There had been lots of practice going on that 

week! 

* So the three stages of learning  

* The hard work that is involved in the first cognitive stage 

* The blending of skills that happens in the Associative stage  

* The clearing of head space that the Automatic stage creates

4.  
Rote & Reading

• The ADVANTAGES of teaching some pieces by rote 

• The DANGER POINTS to look out for  

The pros

*  Let’s start out taking a look at the advantages of teaching some pieces by rote.  

* Pupils get to be pianists - which is what they want to be! Playing pieces by rote 

they are able to experience some of the magic that we do as more experienced 

pianists. This was really highlighted for me recently by a mum telling me that 

seeing her 7 year old daughter and husband (who plays the piano) sitting together 

and playing I love coffee from Piano Safari was one of the highlights of being a 

mum so far! 

* In addition playing by rote allows the full keyboard to be explored and this in 



turn, and with us to guide pupils, encourages healthy posture and easy use of 

body   

* Research suggests that when playing music is developed alongside reading 

music as parallel paths this then leads easily to playing from written music - when 

the time is right. Ultimately, playing by rote helps pupils to become better readers! 

The cons

Next, let’s take a look at some of the danger points of young students playing by 

rote 

* I took on a young transfer student a few years ago and although he had just 

taken and passed his Grade 1 he could hardly read a thing. He had managed to 

learn all his pieces by listening and copying his previous teacher. But clearly in this 

sort of situation he really wasn’t well set up for moving forward with his pianistic 

development.  

* Without a careful and mindful teacher many students only ever learn to play by 

rote. This sort of works for the first few years but as soon as the level of complexity 

within each hand increases at late elementary/early intermediate - grade 3 lets say 

- it all falls down and it’s this sort of situation that leads to the student giving up. 

* The dangers for an inexperienced teacher, someone who is just learning the 

ropes, are really quite significant. If you’re not sure about whether you're getting 

the right balance then do some reading on the topic (for example the mini essay 

by Dr Julie Knerr) on the Piano Safari website and/or find a more experienced 

teacher who can mentor you through the process. 



Come off screen: 

So here we are at the piano as Finally, I want to look at How to teach a piece by 

rote 

* Find a highly patterned piece of music - not every piece is suitable. You might 

want to look at the music of Wendy Stevens, Anne Crosby Gaudet or June 

Armstrong - the composer I am going to use to demonstrate.  

* This piece is called Building Blocks and is from her Toy Box. First you need to 

know the piece and find out why it works as a rote piece. This piece explores the 

whole piano but the same patterns are repeated each time. Also the thumbs are 

on adjacent notes and the intervals get smaller 

* Start by playing it all the way through. I play the 1st pattern and ask the pupil to 

spot where the thumbs live. These are marked. 

Reading

Two parts to teaching reading - rhythm and pitch. Both should be taught in the 

context of patterns. Rather than individual notes.  

Come off screen to introduce rhythm pattern of the words - Hey, hey look at me.  
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BOOK 1 - SONG 7

Here are three songs you already know written out in rhythm sol-fa. 

Sing each song using the singing names. Can you work out how to play them on the 
piano using the same fixed notes as Apple Tree? 

Ready to play. . .

NO ROBBERS OUT TODAY

OLD MISTER WOODPECKER

HEY, HEY, LOOK AT ME
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Rhythm of Hey, hey look at me
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BOOK 1 - SONG 5

Sally says . . .
Old Mister Woodpecker uses the same two pitches as No Robbers

         and         . Can you sing the song using the singing names 

following the patterns of the woodpeckers below?

Does it start on the higher note          or the lower note         ?

so mi

so mi

Copy out the rhythm of Old Mister Woodpecker in the box below. To draw a rest 
write a sideways z with a c on the bottom.

Add your answer below:

Pitch - off staff reading leads to successful on-staff reading. Back to Old Mister 

Woodpecker. 

Shapes and patterns - even lines and spaces. Directional reading required. All 

preparation for going on the staff. 

5.  
Knowledge

Onto knowledge, which is about your knowledge.  



Knowledge

how?

who?
why?

what?

• Why do you teach? 

• What do you teach? 

• How do you teach it? 

• Who do you teach? 

Knowledge

how?

who?
why?

what?

• Why do you teach? 

• love of piano/music, want to pass it on. Think that it has an important role to play 

in the world 

Knowledge

how?

who?
why?

what?

• What do you teach? 

• do you teach according to your own curriculum following a skills and 

concept based approach or do you follow the progression of taking exams? 

Except that this is problematic…. 



PIANO FRAMEWORK: BEGINNERS 7

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
RHYTHM

MELODY

STRUCTURE

Pulse & Meter Feeling and labelling the strong  
beat in a metre of 2 | 3 | 4 

Rhythm Values | Simple 

Rhythm Values | Compound

Triplets | Duplets

Dots | Ties

Time Signatures • 2/4 
• 3/4 
• 4/4

1

2

3

4

5

6

Phrases Start and end

Devices

Structural Repeat sign

10

11

12

Intervals • Moving by step 
• Moving by skip

Keys | Key Signatures

Pitch Notation • Fixed pitch 
• Alphabet strings on C | G | F 
• Mini staff 
• Notes on lines and in spaces 
• Grand staff 
• G clef 
• F clef 
• Landmark notes | treble G 
 bass F | middle C

8

9

7

PIANO FRAMEWORK: BEGINNERS 8

TECHNICAL SKILLS
TECHNIQUE

KEYBOARD GEOGRAPHY

Posture | body awareness • Balanced and comfortable sitting position 
• Moving across the keyboard with freedom  
 and ease 
• Relaxed and comfortable hand shape

Keyboard Orientation | Referential • Keyboard layout 
• Repeated patterns 
• Names of white notes

Keyboard Orientation | Absolute

Fingering • Using finger numbers 
• Developing finger independence 
• Playing in a basic hand position 
 (5 finger) hands separately

Co-ordination • Rhythmical playing when passing from 
 hand to hand 
• Playing two notes (a 5th) in one hand

Tone Quality | Sound Production • Playing with a clear and focussed sound 
• Using simple dynamic contrasts

Articulation Non-legato

Scales

Arpeggio | Broken Chords

13

21

22

14

15

16

17

18

19

I take a skills and concepts based approach to what I teach. And have spent at 

least 8 years now working on The Piano Framework which breaks down the various 

skills and concepts to be covered . If you are already a member of The Curious 

Piano Teachers this is can be found in the Resources section. if you’re not a 

member…..

Knowledge

how?

who?
why?

what?

• How do you teach it? 

• clearly you’re here on the PTC to find out….! Do you follow the ‘traditional 

route’ or are you embracing a more holistic, creative path? 

Knowledge

how?

who?
why?

what?
• Who do you teach?  

• Do you have to teach everyone? 



For me I make it quite clear my lessons are ones that are focussed on developing a 

love for music and the piano.   

How you position yourself? Getting it right is vital and saves a lot of trouble down 

the line.  

Imagine a scenario where the teacher wants to focus on teaching a range of 

repertoire to a high standard, the parent wants a focus on exam achievement and 

the pupil just wants to play music they know and love. 

6. 
LANDMARKS

Onto Landmarks….. 

1. what landmark notes are 

2. how to teach landmark notes BOOK 2 - SONG 5

22

Now you are getting confident at reading the patterns and 
shapes on the score, we are going to fix the notes on the stave so 
that they match the fixed keys on the piano. 

To do that we add a CLEF to the start of each line of music.
Did you know that in French the word clef means key?

Sally says . . .

CLEF

Here are the common clefs:

G CLEF
(treble clef)

F CLEF
(bass clef)

C CLEF
(alto clef)

C CLEF
(tenor clef)

& w ? w

B w B w

Pianists read from two of these clefs: the G clef (treble 
clef) and F clef (bass clef). They are bracketed together 
to make the Grand Stave.�

�

�

* landmark notes are notes that are instantly recognisable - your brain retrieves 

them automatically. They are 'no brainers'. Not only to recognise and name but 

also to play. So if I show you this note - treble G you can name it and sense where 

it lives on the keyboard. This note [very high note] is less familiar and we have to 

go through some sort of retrieval strategy to work out. 

*



There are just 3 sets of landmark notes - C, G and F. These make patterns and also 

make a beautiful mirror image. [DRAW THIS]      

Each landmark note can be given a particular name for helping ease of finding on 

the keyboard. Low C, bass C, middle C, treble C and high C.  

www.blackrockmusic.co.uk

how to introduce landmark notes to pupils 

* I like to start away from the keyboard so that pupil can manipulate the notes but 

if you do this it must be related back to keys. What I love to do is use a floor staff  - 

this is called a Manumat. Available from Blackrock music 

* With this I can get onto the floor with the young pupil and introduce the concept 

of Landmark notes away from the keyboard
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Ap-ple tree, ap-ple tree,

Will your ap-ple fall on me?

I won’t scream, I won’t shout, 

If your ap-ple knocks me out!

6. APPLE TREE

Teacher’s accompaniment

Introducing       using fixed pitch

How many times does the song have the word ‘apple’?

Can you stand and sit every time you sing the word ‘apple’? Maybe you could ask a 
friend or adult to play this game with you? 

Make up a clapping game to go with the song or ask your teacher to show you one.
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la But given current Covid situation this isn’t always possible…so what? 

Let’s take the song Apple Tree. The student has sung with the words, sung the 

singing names, read the graphic score, they’ve the rhythm solfasung the fixed 

pitch and played it already on the piano

27

I CAN

Sing the song by myself from memory

Sing the song with singing names      ,        and

Sing the song whilst I show the pitch on my body or in my hands

Sing the song in my thinking voice whilst I show the pitch on my body or in 
my hands

Tap every        on my right knee, every        in the empty space on the right 
hand side of my knee and every        on my left knee

laso mi

so la

mi

APPLE TREE

27

I CAN

Sing the song by myself from memory

Sing the song with singing names      ,        and

Sing the song whilst I show the pitch on my body or in my hands

Sing the song in my thinking voice whilst I show the pitch on my body or in 
my hands

Tap every        on my right knee, every        in the empty space on the right 
hand side of my knee and every        on my left knee

laso mi

so la

mi

APPLE TREE
so so

mi

so so
la la

Apple Tree -  with singing names

27

I CAN

Sing the song by myself from memory

Sing the song with singing names      ,        and

Sing the song whilst I show the pitch on my body or in my hands

Sing the song in my thinking voice whilst I show the pitch on my body or in 
my hands

Tap every        on my right knee, every        in the empty space on the right 
hand side of my knee and every        on my left knee

laso mi

so la

mi

APPLE TREE

27

I CAN

Sing the song by myself from memory

Sing the song with singing names      ,        and

Sing the song whilst I show the pitch on my body or in my hands

Sing the song in my thinking voice whilst I show the pitch on my body or in 
my hands

Tap every        on my right knee, every        in the empty space on the right 
hand side of my knee and every        on my left knee

laso mi

so la

mi

APPLE TREE
G G

E

G G A A

Apple Tree - with fixed pitch
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BOOK 1 - SONG 8

Phrases also give the music a shape or structure. 

In Here Sits a Fat Cat:

• phrases one and four are the same;

• phrases two and three are the same.

To highlight which phrases are the same and which are different, we label them like 

this:

A B B A
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Here’s one of the songs you’ve already learnt written out in rhythm sol-fa with four

activities for you to do.

• Sing the song and write the title in the blank space

• Using rainbow arms first draw in the phrase marks - there are four.

• Work out which phrases are the same and which are different and write in the 

labels in the boxes below

Ready to play. . .

Apple Tree in rhythm solfa

so

so

relative staff - so is on the 2nd line. But we know that so can live anywhere - here’s 
another place for so
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7.  
ENGAGE & Enjoy!

• So let’s start by taking a look at why enjoyment is so vital 

• * The best conditions for learning are when we are in a state of flow. When the 

challenge is high but achievable but the threat level is low. When we’re focussed 

but quite relaxed.  

• * We also know that the brain does get quite easily distracted and tends to 

wander away from what it is doing. Children in particular tend to have quite short 

attention spans and experienced teachers know that a successful lesson has to 

contain a variety of activities and different ways of engaging pupils. 

• * But there is often so much that has to be crammed into a lesson that it is so 

easy for the enjoyment and fun to get missed out with pupils sitting in the one 

place for 30 mins or more and having to do a lot, and I mean a lot, of cognitive 

work.  

• * Introducing a short game can be a really concise way of breaking up the lesson 

whilst still being a purposeful and meaningful activity. 

• In one of the lesson videos I shared - with young Olly we played a game where I 



played some Mozart and he had to show me through his movements that he 

could hear the dynamics. This comes at about 17.30. If time DO THIS!
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remember the 7 principles behind SPARKLE and you will be on the road to giving 

successful and musical piano lessons with beginners.


